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---. The need for change in to ,e way language is .underAO6A
t

and treated in schools ..is discussed. It 'is important :' (1) ,dsee the
need'for knowledge .of' the kanguage.situations of the U ed,'States,,
(2).;t0pupport training and research .to obtain suOhAllowledge,7.and
.(3).t.o7 change the relationship hetwe?n linguistics and education. The y
1Anguage,situation of AlaCk, American:3, Nativ-7E, Aiericans, and
Spanish - speaking ,Americans, uses of ,Language and ethnic heritage,. and.
the., issue of' bilingual educa'tion fot.copmunities of...Chinese, !

,Iapanese", Filipino, and others are addiesSed.-Initially in the ffeld. 4
oflinguisticS, langhage'structury was..diVorced from laxgdaNO
b'ut now language usets included by most:alond with lan-guage,
structure. A linguistics that i.s truly. the science' of iangu e and :a
foundation for education Will need to be partof the study of
ca9p4icativeintraction. Linguistic. competence needs to be viewe41,- f
a.4 part of communicative competence, and thecharacter of competence
needs to be understood rA.ation to the social history and' social
structure ttia -shape itin a given case. The concepts ofi.nhetent:
teterbgeneity and hidden. heg;?mony. in rel..,ition to language problems
are discussedd Egtfality of bpportnitI lad the development of.the
'fullest linguistic potential of the .child are also-addtesSed. (SW)
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Introduction'

I have been asked to speak about imperatives far change-6114'p in universits;
settings such as this, and change in schooling generally. This I am glad to, do'''. I
believe profoundly, in the need for change in the way we understand language, and
in what'we do with language in schools. I agreed lb. become Dean of the School Of
Education because of that belief. But let me pause. gome of you must suspect that
you are about to hear'pnother lecture from a self-apPoilited bearer of light to 'the.
benighted. Not so. Part' of what we'need to know in order to change is not now
knowp to anyone4 teachers are closer-to. part of ,it than most linguists. No one who
gives' priority in the study of language to the needs of education could consid'
present linguistics a region of the already saved( toward.which educators must loo
for missionaries and redemption. I have argued against the mainstream in linguistics
for years, precisely because it has been inadequate to study CiFthe role of language
in human lite. It has Made assumpticins, adopted methods, accepted priorities that
prevent the contribution' to education that serious study oflaiguage should

There are serious scholarly reasOnt for critique of the Mainstream in linguis-
tics, reasons that dray on traplitions of thought with roOtsin the anthropology of
Saiiir, the sociolOgy of Marx', the linguistics and poOtics of Jakobson,.the literary,
criticism and rhetoric of Burke.' There are scientific problems internal to linguistics
that cannot be solved without change in the. foundations from which they are-
approached. But there are civic reasons for critique as well., One by onesOme of us
find it intolerable to Continue atingnistics defined in a way that divorces it from.
the needs of the society which supports us. The number .0.t. students of:language
sharfng this outlook grows. The time is ripe for a relation between thn study of
language and the study of eiltication that is-one of partnership, not preaching.

Please do not misun rstand. To criticize linguistics is-rta to a solve educe-,
tion. The ability of school t6.deal with the linguistic situp.tion in'the nited States
is severely limited. One of en says, start where the child is, develop ie child's full
potential. To do that, linguistically, one must have knowledge' of 'the ways of .

speaking of the community oT which the child is part. Very little Knowledge of this
sort. is available. Each of us has -Some'insight into these thingSsonie command of '
the ways of speaking; but each of us is a poor judge as wejl..Just because language is
basic to so many, other things,,sO,presupposed, much of our speaking is out of
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lifiguage in Education

awarenOss;,wt.may .W0pgrant of much of it, or even :: good filth confidentl.
misrep
triattctra
'Motu of
air being,'
4.0Rn* a

tke sure we never say may turn up on someone... Lape'.
s May: be assimilated to a sense of al-or-nothing. Our imbres-

otNotherS may 5e remarkably accurate io7 placing them, witnout
own-speech may contain same f, the same feature...

aad anthropologist in Montreal recorded the speed' 0" two
friet4,,ljnait ,andai woman, email speaking sometimes in fonval situation ,ome-

iitn6t in A 1 situations in vihtrich the colloqui._ French known as 7 ""i was
approrinlite, he played sampleS.,t
heart1494 people, net 1-wos tt c

. strong:$*0* tit pteconenotions as t

a distinguished Montreal audiehce. 'Mt Ai,Jaerlee
Id not be copyinced that there were on ,v0. so

the categorical difference
i(),ve ore to k-astaa objectively what speakine is like, there mut

graphies o. izerelum . imen:Ao discovery of facts .aat are' inconvenieht > I one',;

gr ar, F.- agog ' ;ocfal, assumptions. Etluca..ors and linguistsfiplike h .men

rem In,...nort Mk/sic= n swab. knowledge as needec.'"..Wher!, linguis ave Iici

language u-
ei unrvereo. mOdItls that ignore the rear...ties of :ineech con mi. ,41,/,, and

4' language ti.- . man, -'flaticators have, pursued notions of language and c , ,f,ess

. that' riphave vid t mane effect. Why. want to know., more about .:ome7.r.,4ti :ne
,.-,already krip, was nil :pally `layallage':? that one knew wa: -wrong

All ,t.:'.1s' leace 'Ile JO bellie--,-. that thiire 'arr. -.hree 7,rimar impera.k :or '.14.,

, \, ,, ,change.
.,. First. 1:- -.... ime- ieed for :-- owled0, of tht aiguag ;itua7..011: -):

try. ,,.,,

Sec-nd --.--:rr .raillin.; ncireseatC1ttO olita7 sucn. knowleam.
'Mr-7'. to Attu p the relatiir bPween 1irigt. :4 '-. and -?dt.i.cau07.:
Le. 'ii* ...imota-. ^ rtfis !au* ,7nperatiVe 1 moment. - ;iev f-iiion

tween lie 's);. .clic,madocation iT;14 r...e, basic tc ft rest. Th.? 'Si.ih ,.41loint i

and edv--.... 4.:,...0.4..d
that- the "la ain- :7,-- miai-?getha -3 le!-cleciisno. 00.--,:ided or one wir "..,

4 inc..change,700,1Ti.-.. OrL.... th_ an rek--^ii`on
languak-.. ., 7. -mic ip _aced tjr.se/.041:. .

1.....tas" * .- t(- ne re -weer' ling,. ..--t..-, and -:,..-:ica; or.

try.to godt .in-,,,..,-e t' -h.- need f. wiedge.

Wanting

me \

terr.:...e 7-7LL:.. .e .w. : sprelvAt-, iseree sho tw,,,=r,,t.: :0, -.Lives

for chant- ,..,awn. of ianguai, 0. sciibe r 1. luld het- .trunin. . -.hould

help hildre' :Arco : ?" :11-- -n then"timaint- -ommu info .,tatc and
foster stl.'.11,,,, Iiicaucli tr.-, -..-onsanagt. 4rt r '''' ' '- C to 'for d f...nu ». r., -ci_

and aspin ,clir. contribute 7 ' eirtuili 1. -^11 .1-f than it- quality.
I lv haro to keep fro- rioddir.If -. i-3rdi like :.nest. Sur-. w.*. are

families r -n- : ." Yet we late a.,-- antlmpti. . .gnoxanc&- about jaiigu
go, .:,_ainstsuctgoa..

. r-or,ici: ,, )(4. in a c9mitilar,.:-.. WI: ., . you want to know, w..,-.: Ju
responsi. . v zuistic4apect -1'--the , 1, ,,,,_:.there7 There are many ticho
would 17 7 : :4, hal .here V 1.401) that .,... riered to know, even how tote
the langu4, ;tie ch Idren.'Recgittly i wm asked to a meetinE., at the Philadelphia
School Bop-- .

n1/4--i-jesiSt prOssure to remt.,. the -equirement that a teacrer i a
TESOLcla. SCAM- .77S langdage.,of the chit:'~ -ri biing taueg...English. that is, he
a le' to con .liticat ..iti,i them. Most teacht ,1: tie school-in Madras, Oregon tea
which chiles., - f- arm Springs,IndianT-- :-.on :0, .o tvz, think they need,
to knc-.,- any--. ,t the Indian language. ioraes -om which the childrent
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.come, or the etiquett,- (1r i rating thew.' By.and indeed, knowing languages, "

and knowing about latinuutp. is :rills valued in car it involves acceptance
of clitversity.4 --ou and i rnall have no difficu.:::1- .:nderstandinc standard West

Indian rttglish, may evaa arbibhe it-.1 think it mvs(- ,,ne most love- English I hay'e\

heard. ---Tut titre daughter RI s = ri from was just ad=-77ted a-SLate-

" affiliated university in l'7,'sastentua on the cy.--_1/Kom that she -aite a course in
English for foreign studeru, :toe yuu not, oft., neird a proper middle-eta hite
say it Aasperation t- ab-ctrver a- mice or -.1,70- nrone-, "Oh, I can't Ode,

you" atilthoeugh the b MO, ar 7,1anist Identifica tl

of the difference'has;iig the 14..err_er's eare
van educates (.,,n, people want to krr,:w about lanwaage,.what IS it

they 111,0911tely to wan. c ::ti(w?--.A..g,Taduate student- at my univemty reports that .

whet '-'efIr spoke recttglaty te chr croce tat support: ner-studies, their serious, well

interaoed questions r /. 7.:1-.::on about lariguages and thFir relations \to
hum ups that acleni could not have nnagined,entertaining.
FteceArly wasaske.r1 4'' a ek.;!.ared voice on the -7-:one to help u,.-ith a prograin
hein_.:-planned for toe Canaeli Mr Broadcating Syster view.French in Montreal in
the zght of similar sithe'io. n du Lnited Stay, and the Caribbean. I began
help:gaily naming friends h. about guch,,thit:L.:._. when it Car- out thp.- the
prer+ke tne program thajXhe French-spealcen lower class-,-- or Montreal,
cow.) 'du think rir nelaube --tifey-3 could no- sue:, right. (You imagine the'
hack corlusien wnich > witthdr,,w thf Lam* nd trie w.:-::;ociati. myself

fron **. whot
recent ill,:+nces that impinged upon me the 7ourse

o f auntr Tv jt s ; pa+ :tudent of languae, - `e -live to
'suet thing!--xamplet. tecurny y . m 4(14 01 -:reindict, discriminati,, ishoranee \
bound up with +a-,tfurlre rr cakes (.. .vontler ::. ii-o-imination coon; I,ed with
language is :-.ot sc pr.asher as to be alio tochange, so (r_,--:y rooted

as to almosT fir the askiiig of, que-ziog that might ha change.

To be sure -om rildren ,vould cite if left aim. A 1 be glad

to learn wr,; c -' unt ,s.s. may be hat Schools what

is right, anc "ha wrk chilcir'n and the Ilona-- which

they come. peoi sense a need t r, luderstan a +V.F- the

school chic .--ntnloicatA.- world. a e odd ;eriatet a multipitc: texts
.if situati:r ai e Asia .f :1L; each .1 ee,,-!cl of a plurar.;- 70M15

or selec:ng luta katures Of < ,-n,: style, of :-_:rarity of.
sittiation,ensr. and interpret neaning styles.

such that a liciation -1.1.3srocim inte.kact!:.n with a tcac:: formal
test - making' ha me relation to rest. Such that -nvolves
a spoken or 1.-riT:n grrin ihRl l.a llact- in .rriri of such, a piiuesionint, of
performance weeder _des for !_7 -e,iw:rnent to per--,-raunl !;()

Mat to .1 rt, 3 N,trt_al repert(- tat appears in :lucat mut-
settings,Irn- need ii. , co :'arc choir communicative :evict int

meaning, ;splay: -rnterticative unit. !ognitive .;., across a range :if settitgs.
So that to undem.2- i air part of a Cbill's (or tewn- i) ways of speaking one
in vhoo, one . to ,rid" the whole. weds to do or to draw )p

.inguistic thnogaflt. :
As ou knwo , mere doe.',! and vhich tc draw. What I have

sketched genera' terms 'light reaso- ,N ask about,if concerned v4--,h

the roll c; language is Ur AANPfilikULJP Orcountr- expecting thin:. to
be strange_ one' Is...ots %, 'Pnse , we lee- I be aL to-stand back -om
our own sivatio, ,tom e, strange and -.eeding known..,



Language in Education

Black Americans, Natitie Americans, Sbanish-SpeakingAmeritlans

I shoirld not suggest that nothing 'at all is known or being crone; Certainly
there has been a good,deal of attention in recent years to patterns of speech

'associated with some of the-major group that make up this diverse country. Yet
the research istscattered and spotty with 9 both geography and class. The
case of `Black,English' is instructive. In th 960's the ways of speaking of Black

Americans attracted attention. The resea has been important in. demonstrating
the systematic, rule-governed nature of the vernaculai spoken by Any Blacks, as
aging notions of it as an incoherent corruption. Notions of Black children practi-
cally without language were shown to be functions of ijftimidating formal situations

, in schols, to be sittigi al, not general. -Sortie of this work helped as Well to
highlight the respects in 4hich dittinctive tures of the vernacular point to the'
wider spectrum of Caribbean Creolerapd their st African elements.. Awareness
grew of t e place of the vernacular in peer interaciton against the background
of Carib ean and A 'can tradi ons of sp en artistry. Still, research, focused 111/4 f

mostly on the vane of speech st strongly different froin the public. standard,
the vernacular do scent urban el. Much less analytic attention was given to
the speech of Blac men, of preacheis and ministers, of established upper-claSs
families, or, to the bbean and African background of elaborated 'talking sweet'
and public oratory some explanatidtis of what became known were so partial
as to be false. uists wished to treat the vernacular as only superficially
different and foirmally derivative from standard EngiAkh, for reasons having to do in

. part with convenrent simplicity of a grammatical model. Others wished to treat the
vernacular as so distinct that it might require its own textbooks. There, are' indeed
places where people want .their variety maintained independently in print from a
closely related one(in zechoslovakia Slovaks .feel this way about the relation of
their' variety tb Czech)., In the'United States such a conception fails re take into
account the actual attitudes of many BIRk people who want4the variety of English,
iv the classroom,. especially the written variety, ' to be the common standard. Still`
others drew from this isolpted fact the inference that Blacks depreciated the verna-
cular. even speaking of 'self-hatred'. Iii point of fact, there is'widespread acceptance

- of the vernacular variety at, home and in informal situations generally; 4 it retajns a
special' place, eten, among Black students at a university such as Princeton. Yet
sympattle* interpretations of Black speech can be inadequate too. Many come to
know Black terms for uses of language, such as 'shucking' and 'jiving', an regard
thern entirely as an Afro-American ethnic heritage. Vet analogous genres f lan-
guage use can be found among lower class white youths; and such ways of c ing
verbally May haire their origin in subordinate social status as 1411. as in ethnic tradi' '..

tion.
The relation betWeen varieties and uses of English, on the one hand, and t

*being Black, onAhe other, is complex and only beginning to be adequately known.
The situation is little better with regard to other major groups. Vi.te thinliof Native
Ameiticans in terms of thernany languages lost, and of efforts to maintain orevive.
those that remain.alle relation of schools 10 these efforts is of the-greatest impor-
tance. My own anger and passion about the treatment of language in schools dbmes .
largely_ftom ex' ce.cjf local schools and edUcational research institutions that t .
affect Indian at Warm Springs Reservation in Oregon. But these situations
iinust not behove piffled. Indian Americans themselves may Mier in their views
as to what is best in terms, of language. And aspects of language that are.cruciallb
the success of Indian children may not involve the traditional Indian language at all.
Where the Indian children are, linguistically, may not be an In language, but an t

a.
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Indian variety of English. There are probably several dozen such Indian varieties of
English in the United States. They play a significant social role, Someone who has 'N.,

been away, and who returns to a local community, must.take up the local variety Of
Epgiish or be judged snobbiih, Matures of children's speech that seem individual
errors May in l'at reflebt a,comMunity 'nortn. 'They may reflect a carryover. into
English of pattedis 'from an Indian language': In dn.-English of Indians at Isleta
pueblo, south pf AI querque,:New Mexico, a double negative contrasts with
single negative as a .ca f a contrast between two type f negation in tht-

.
Isleta language. There are doubtless other suc examples, but the ct is that Isleta
Engliss the only forth of Indian .English ctetully studied and re rted on in
print, and that only in the last few yeans.5.

The language situation of An Indian co .munity will be still more comp ir.

having standard as well as lo t vernacular Englisn present, and kvemacular, ever
"educed, variety of an Indian I' guage as.wp11 as or eyen instead of its 'classic' form.
In the Southwest Spanish may be a factor as well. Yet we have hardly more than a
few sketches of such cases. With Indians as wan Blacks; research has not attempted
to provide systematic knowledge of the language situation of the communities

. ,experienced by children. Research has focuses not on social realir', but on the
exotic. To say this is not to condemn study of traditional Indian languages. Much

. of myAvoritmoqatinues to be devoted to the 'study of one grOup of languages, now
'nearing extinctibn: 1., and a colleague are the last to work intensively with fully
fluent speakers, and like othe,rs in such a situation, we have,,obligations both to
those who have shadd their knowledge with us and to those who later will want
access to it. The work has its contributioh to make to respect and self-respect for
Indian people, The disproportion between what most linguists do and what most,
needs to. be done is not here. There have never been-trained scholars enp'ugh, and
rnuch has been.lost unrecorded in consequence. With al_i_ its wealth our country has
sparsely supported knowledge of the language that first named the 'continent. The
het is telling. We have barely managed to study languages that fit our image. of the 1

. ' noble 'Redman, let4tone begun to notice the actual linguistic makeup 'of incliah

- communities, - 4
The knOwledge one needs to start where Indian children, any children, are

goes beyond .varieties of language, of course, to f)attems of the use. of language
custombry community ways of answering questions, calling upon others, taking ,
turns in conversation, speaking or remaining silent; giving 'instruction by ,vgrbal
precept or observed example, all the waystin which etiquette of speaking and value
of language may take distinctive shape. 'Many Indian children come to school;
speaking only English, yet etyounter difficulty, not because pf languageldifference,
but because of difference in .patterns for the use of language. ChildrenfOund 'shy'itand non-tapative in class may be a.. talkative as any, if observedin sit Lions where
the .right and auties of speaking are those of the community. fro ;which they

.) Come. Insuch a case one needs td know not a language, but a community way of
speaking- .

The issue and language most prominent today are bilingual education and
Spanish. I cannot attempt to treat this complex situatioh here, except tb note that ..

the general difficulty...is the, same. Too little is kriown as_ a basis fot policy and :
practice in schools. The widespread resistencq to such a thing i eed may. cause
hilingualedttiation. to be attacked as having failed before it wil avehad a-chiince
to be understood and fairly tried. Efforts to provide equal ?du aticmal opportunity '

. to Spanish-speaking children must proceed with a minimum of information 'as tp-...
the Spa ish the children speak, in relation to the varietiesand/useyrrSpan h 4.1 the
commu pity from which they come., No simple general answer.can be laic okr, in

. ..
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advance. The fear*, --weral national and regional standards, Cuban, Puerto Wean,
iorthern MeoPc--a- . mmbian,.etc.; in, many communities there is a range of v ne-
ies from a lila' 'To colloquial vernacular anct an argot. as well as a -way oc
mingling SS r am English in co n that can:count as a special Variety
among irmrtnev.s. :n.,- attitudes of panish-speakers toWar the elements- of this
c.omplex memoir sn-aation are the sell ..,complex. tlear, it i nint enough to
advocate -Seuirush.". It is possible t h, \Anglo children -loinOivrell, Spanish.... -

;peaking chi'-***-n doing poorly in A.Spanis lass in a school.' r'-ere are problem of ..

lit-- fit ..;1- (-;-4111i..: between the Spanish sis-Pi,f-n by children' an: the Spanish taugh,41....
-'etween c---,....1- -, .-.iv and teacher attitudes. )etween the "..anguiti-e-linked aspira 'ons

it (MUM tit 1 itionalilts and the lob linked aspirations of s -.me of the wo g

a of ;orn, speakers to institutionalize Spanish language-of hig er

-oLICB 4 '0' ; rotional activity; versus :h., needs of childre7-. for whom Spants1
nnri:er.17, macular of the home and ,:ommunit-, problems o c-Tald_ren-edi

lazed in ico coming to the,mainland with inacieqtgat oh and Childr
-4_444:7"72u.rr" nn' mainiand going-to Puerto Rico withinadequ to

Trere problems of assessing he laireuage abilities ° b(

:..---/(Mrnt;f !.uses and for evaluation in prograins! Assignme to uses `!1F

as under mandate of laW negrudging roug- an( -ad %`1 or
r---. ,z. -"-nber *children to-be .1.t--itgned: Sometime, in. oian:e o

r .manes r; Prompts forced 14assignr---ri to special iclasses of 14.-, _ni

444, w .,, English %problem at al. , alid assessments of latlyr iilit
r*".iire natiralr observation across a ram! of settings, but sur:T r; hao-

40 little '.oped in. explicit form. Forma: .e evaluation of progrw- nguu

Abtions ethnographic Knowledge of :le community lan;,!uak..
natnra imat:or needs ethnographic in nitoring of the !. aid

(-01114,-s tc, have particular meanings and outcomes Dr parse
success- as. bilingual programs .have,.will.be Jest

debate not by test scores, but by caze-history.accounts tha: si- '4 cony:

igry, L to children and communita---i, and how they vare 4.6

/re 147! ,,,;07 and Usages of.Language <
,

rations of Black Americans. dative Ame'ricans,
c . -2 salien?k. laLt. not unique. Bilingual' education is 'at n,-ae for com-

mufti:es . . Thinese. Japanese, Filipino, and others. Many-Europe, , language'- in

ddizion >panish are Maintained to a significant extent. !mil', .,ration renews

ome of tilt ;communities. All of theni .partibipate in a clIrhate opinion that is
,vorld-wich !'he general truth would seem toe that, about tw-er years ago, when

those who :s.oke.in the limelight foresaw erid Co ideolog .' and an en4less-
echnocr2::(- uture wnose.ehief PpiPlem would:_be leisure, mar.---dinary people
a-mina ime world were draWing-edifferent lesson from theic expence. Thex had
-een cauet.q i in.such a vision of the post-war future for a while..-only to begin to
find that :he:7 place in it was- not-worth the givin up of-all dm they haa_been.
Progres :arse more and More to seem the 'dirty word' that Kenneth Burle has
ailed i an engine carrying then onward and up id, mar

to run ver them, their places., their ctiStoms, their speech.
This general revival of concern with ethnic. heritage is. not

annual ouris: laundry ring' around the Wbrld, each countrysi;
summer. to Re in someone else's carefully staged culture whilf
shift in outlo k Visas to do with what Onekfor ones f, asia r

e, a certain history, a..kciowleclge of cwith a certai in
/

A.

uggeinautabou t

ply a part of the
maptying out in
vacation. It is,a

-fiber of a family
4-s, certain ways
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of meeting sorrow and sharing joY Many of. you 411y know rsonally tne price
that can be exacted in aceiir-nng a lingua. franca. at the coat of a languag, of the
Flom: s,,

Some repudiate contseet of this kin as:nostalgia and s 4ttimentality, even as
dangerous refusal to far. present realities. r think that something profound i
involved. Any. one conmvii may, seem particularistic and limiting; when all such
concerns are. considered -.nogethr, one sees something general, a deep-running tide.
It is a vision limited to s InarionaPlingisa franca that begins to appearold-fashioned,-

. li'tiled. sectarian.
The, (Jeep-running ,,,,i, ..,e9m5 tome a shift in wnat is regarded as the dominant

-
uhstacio' to away of M.:. ,Vance with Kuman.neert.: A century, even a generation

"Is ago i as common tc "-.:0 thatN.the dominant c -stacie consisted of traditional
idea, customs. Excem, ,,,,rien compartmentalize; in diminished form, as objects
Of i-.7 ittent piety an .,,,riosity specific cultural inditions; beliefs, conventions,
glen , seemed brake Tor the Past on progres:, The future lay with a science
and is- ode of production ..-_ns: of-19'd realize the contra of nature, and the plenty, of
WItie;i: mankind, was capane...,.. N'- We are far.less sure Some critics of contempor-
ary ..sciety consider the 14 ri,r lee, -'3f incessant-technological change to be itself the
rIN-mnatt obstacle to. a wa--.- p' , in balance with :iuman needs. Nbt that material
nt-oiress is irrelevant, buy zr,or :.:!!-Auality of life is seen more clearly to 'depend on
'. ,- tnings asWell. %ilia:. s..,,,,,,---..,,o_ policy in the interestof all has come to'seern an
strument of profit to :: is expense of,otheis in many cases. Uncontrolled."

threatens community ;atm, am!) en sustenance tomorrow,.
There' is. an .essencal I:1 dimension to this. It is hard to specify, but

something3of its nature.-- ,,,:pssarj, to address, Let me WA
The internal structures ^I. !angtlage4and the structures of. use to which Ian

about language ha' ,o meted and opposed them:7 One ca be roughly

Two fundamental, complemebtary, general kinds, of
hey are intertwined in reality, but our way of

es are shaped alike shoo
n, of meaning, at wr'' . 1

1.ftsted as concerned with '.-:-.5-R, reference, sheer statement,.the technical, ana-
lYtilf logical use's of languaf: ",.dear linguistics has built its models on. this aspect
r`r-hinguage.. Modern scienc. Jidlogy, and rationalized bureaucracy give its pre- it.

nence. For a time the , of language characteristic of literature, religion,.

eted and on the defensiire: For a time theipinnaele , \N,..,/Pemonal expression, were
c' knowledge appeared to any to be a single logical language to which all science.

legitimate knowled0the -hz be reduced. That ideal has been largely givbb upzt .
.41 '.7. replaced , by. recogniti of a plurality of legitimate uses of language. The
Setonig figures in philosor ,'' 3f co4rse were Cassirer and Wittgenstein, and there
have been related develonoteh-s in Poetics, anthropology, sociology. Interpersonal,
°kpreSSIVe, aesthetic uses ( -iguage'come more to the fore. In part it is because an
'Meat of language that seer,- the touchstone of progress, of the advance of reason.
has been too often traduce.1. The idioms of objective knowledge, of seiQce,mathe-
htatics, logic, experinit statistics, contracts, re.gglation and control once
seen as common bases fc_-_- progress for us all. We have too ()him seen claims to

idioms,authority,. couched in sue:-. turn out to be rationalizations of special inter-
Psts. elite excuses, outright decePtions, as with the .Vietnamese war. Idioms of .

Knowledge that hhioral c em and personal had at first no standing earne to be seen
as more ac rate guides: thafi the trappings of elahoiate studies and reports.- A little
later it was natal discovery of the personal Voice through transcripts 9f tapes that "C

decided, I turf e public verdict on a preildent. I could not prove the point, but
peiien`ces have had eomhi

N,..4I think these r'ementary, degisive effect on our sense, .-

of validity in the use, language.
, $
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I sense a more general drill as well. Increasingly me are oneemed to have a
place for things that cannot,bePtaid withOut distortion, or even said -at all, in the
idioms of elaborated, formal, purportedly rafiral and.referer :Jai speech that take
pride of place in public science, public government; linguistic and pedagogical gram-
mars. There are things we -know and need ,to lie that have `no stimting therA. A-serise
of this is a refleCtion of the central Oroblem of-the role' o: ,anguase in modem-
gociety4- the crisis of language, namely,: what the balance is to :it- be geen modest'
use of langu'age. The old dichptomies---Correct vs.,inecriorect; rationa, emotional.
referentjal vs! expressive, fail o capture. the nature and complexity o: the problem,
for it is not a 'matter of mutpally'exclusiVe opposites, but n. the riteweaving of
mutually indispensable functions.

Educatio. n and Linguistic-Foundations
r . .

I am sorry not to be precise, concrete and clear about it wotild'requirao
far more than one lecture to try' -to c7pael' tin.64/1101-amitic2:ions- point
study of language, to trace the implicati ns at different ...±vels organization
Language, to appraise the efforts 'that areAbeing made. now _ aevise an 'adeqtiat,e
general model. I can try to say ,clearly what this complex silaation means fo he
futureof language' in education.. It is this. Linguistics developed out of asituat; n in
which the'skudy of language was loosely distributed across a rietv. of disci Ines.
It became the central discipline by developmenE of general m thods Cor the formal
study of language structure. The methods and the 'associatnd conceptigntpf lan-
guage structure focused on an essential, but partial, aspect orgar(izItion of
language. Othe'r aspects remained secondary or eschewed:al tu 'Jells of attention,
having started with phonology, and proceeded thrOugh morm,),,gy azd.syntax. has
now reached semantics and even.,`pragmatics', that is, th' Iiii,,..iretar.ion of mean-
ing in context of use). :Fran grye side it begins to be rely - that.linguistics as
we have known it is inevitably part of a larger field.8

'At the first, language structure was divorced from lac-L-lage Now language
use is included along with language structure by "most..0-- rituali:. it will be genet.--
ally recognized that it is not use that is a derivative df stn.t...-ture. but structure that
is dependent op use. That One cam-never ,splve the problems of the organization of
laFguage in social life without starting frqm social life, from the patterns of activity
and meaning, within which linguistic features 'are organi:-d into :vies and ways of
speaking. A linguistics that is truly the science of language, linguistics that is truly a
4:undation for educatio will be a linguistics that is part )0the'9,--ady of conimurri-
cative interaction. It w I1 Understand linguistic corn et r as p47-t of cdmmunica-
tive competence. It will understand the character o omp, rel4tion to the

'-s,ocial history and social structure that shape it in i 'giv 4 ca'..
- Such a linguistics. »,h4 U. day Ftl-rive, will have -a . propert

practice and theory wii: be adequate I, all the means. Ai speech jai
the meanings that speaking;(or aootht-r use eq.anguage) has. Its_ieory of En
phonolog3, will attend not only Co the features that makesa cOnso-ii7t,ip/ instep
/Abut Also to theasPiration that can make the word angry. I: -cciey of.
will attend to isolatgd gramm'atical sentences as but a speci31 case among the intelli-
gible, acceptable Sequences of discourse. Its theory of meaning attend not only
tON/Ords ar5d conetrUctions, but also to the meanings inherent it shoice of dialect
of mariety, of conversational or narrative genre,Ptoccasion,,to spear: or be,silent. Its J
ttieory of 'competence will go beyond innate anduaiyersaI abilities to-the kinds of
competence valmtcLand permitted in a given spciety, to oppcktunitjes and obstkies

'N'of access to lcillds cit competence. It will recognize that the very, role of speaking, of

Q
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language fr- ,r.C. of language, is not the sari) n every society; that societies differ
in their ipea0 -- language and ability in language, that usof language, like sex and
eating, is a -'swersal possibility and necessity of society,. but without power 'to
determine ...AL ._:ace or 'meaning. Its relalive, importance among other modes of.

acommunie ucr, is role as resource or danger, art or tool; depends on what is made
of it.9 Two fumes follow. First, the Jelation between education and linguistics
cannot be . sa tU'r simply of joIning the two as they are now. We do not yet have
the kind of angeas:zies just described. Seccind, we are not likely to get it if linguistics
is left to tself. The prestige of fortnar models as against empirical inquiry remains
strong. Tr continue to concentrate (*In falniliar ground will be great. To get,
the lingusrLizr need will take pushing by otters. Ethitatom ought tO be in 'the
forefront. . nu should remember just one thing from this occasion, please remem-
ber/this: :)-ci ast yourself what linguistics .can do for you, but gyen more, demand

et.
linguistic-. that what it can do bg ddne, And do not'apologize Sitr the derritud, or
assume -71.1I II diverts the study of language fromepure science to murky applicti-
fion. The- facts that the study of la'riguage does not now have the knOwledgeOnl
.which much of application'should be based; and cannot get itwithout 'new- theoreti-
cal,. methodological, and empiricp work. To deland attention to the needs of
education is not just a demand fdr applied linguistics. It is a demand for change in,
the fOur_Mtions of linguistics. The struggle for educational change with regard to
language and the struggle for scientific adequacy in !tie study of language, Are
intbrdependent. 0 ;

g g. haVe used the word `struggle' adv isealy. It would be Misleading to suggest
'that the sand oflinguisties we,need is an apple almost, ripe, ready to drop at a tiVeak

; , of the stem. There is,indeed a diffused slow drift in the right direction, such that
. , work entwined with practical ptoblems has lovg status, such that the more abstract

and irir-.-te from practical problems, the higher the statu5. Sonie.leading linguists,_,
such .a -Villiam Labov, want to reverse this polarity. Ecli&ators can help, and may
have some 'leverage these days Then-conventional positions for linguists are hard to

. Mind. The 'fact that linguistics itself is evolving in a direction that makes work in
'educational settings' germne is a help, as is the fad, just mentioned, that new
theory is part of What. is needed. Still, a second great difficulty remains. This is the
difficulty of seeing :language .in education in the.' context of American society,.

.
steadily and whole.

\-
''orng. cm s.7gual Situdiort

.

, :Astor; Of ttvntion to language fri\tkiations:Within the country points up
. the ii.ificulty. Black, t es of English have hen evolving in the UnitedStates since

. beforedhe Revolution, t have begun to be adequately studied, only as a cons%-
queRceof the Civil Rights 1VIovernent and' thelederal attention and finding that
responded,to it.-0Spanish 114 been here for centuries as well, bUt Sp4nish' bilingual-

,and langua0 sittfationS, have begun to be studied adequately only as a re'sttlt
the socio-political mobiliiation _of Spanishkpeakers. American Indian Coriununities
haVe had multilingual situations and distinctly Whys oripeaking for gen4atiolis
wfthotemuch attention. The interest of mat% Indian people in TaintitAlng and
reviving traditional languages fits into the traditional approach-to the study of
Indian languages,, but it has taken the Native American mobilization ofrecent years

in education
till remain

to make a
as somet s
relativel

mic scholars think of the preparation of materials use/
they 'should do. Indian English and ways' of speaki

little studied..

-
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In general, educationally significant it8 ects of a language situation have 'come

into, focus only after the community in uostiOn has been defined' as a social
problem, and more espeCially, as a social force. Previous attention to the languages
involved focused upon what wemed most exotic and remote. Immigrant and Indian
languages alike have been viewed mostly as something lingering from the pa'st,

We need 'to begin,tp think of the finguistic beterogeneityof our country as
contiriuously 'present.. The United States is a 'Multilingual country, withgreat.num-

. residue. If anyth,ing,it .has increased in .recent y,ars,especially with t to
kegbers orus'Prs of many languages. American multilingualism is no an aberr tion or a

,
SPanish, Vietnamese,,andperhaps 4 ?ew other languages. We nebd to address the
linguistic heterOgeneity of our cOuritry as. a permanent feature of its discuss w at .

Shape it will and should have anticipate the future.'To do so, we_have to ad ss

,the linguistft ithnography of)the United States ap sustained-, central scientific task.
d nod responses' after the.fact of social mobilization fonnected with langd eN

ome, too late 'and provide too little help. And ad Moe responsIes are too eas
distorted by the immediate terms of social and political issues..Members of language

commurritiek themselves may, have a partial view. We need sustained wofk that 4
provides both knowledge of lahguage situations awl an itidependen4, critical assess- : --'"

ment be language problems. .

Educators have a stake in the: mounting .or such a program of,study, since

' mobiliiation around issues of language so commonly turns 'attention to fagots.
Educators lia4\a special stake in making sure that a sustaineprograttrof study

. includes indepe dent, critical attention to the nature of lang 'age problems. That
attention should include study of the process by which something having to do
with language does (ordoes not) become defined as a pfoblem in our country in the

if
first place. It is not to be assumed that 'there is a fit between public recognition of

.problems and actual language. situation. (To repeat, teacher failure to recognize the
structure and role of Black English Nernaculat still.handicaps many Black children,
and did even more before it becdine recognized as a 'problem' in the 1960's. Some
of those who resist such recognition continue to be Black.)

I suspect there are four kinds of case. That is, there are 'indeed situations'
recognized as probl?Tris that are gerinely problems (bilingual education, for exam-
ple); there may we I be situations not defined .as problems that can be left alone.
But I suspect thatthere are also situations notnow defined as problems that ought
to be so definedsituations taken' for granted but'at possible cost. For example, r

,very little has been done to stUdy communication in mediarsettings, especially
-betweeji professional persgnnel and patiirits.19 What are the effects of difference in

idioin, . terminology, semaitic system? or even of difference in native language, ,
there being so many medical personnel of foreign origin? and in Isome'regions soN,
many patients with little command of En h? Perhaps these is no recognized "
'problem because 'those affected have lit e visaility or consciousness ofcomnion
cg,ncern. Yet a 'series of articles in thq New o k Time's might make this situation,

Itself iln4hanged, suddenly a 'problem'. Finally, here maybe situations defined as
problemslthat ought 'not to be, the'issue being falsery, or sUirrficially posede.g.,
the supsfosed, problem of children with practically 'no language'. Any of us may be

.4" subject to cultural blinders and public fashions. We need, comparative, critical,
.

historical perspective to transcend them. .. .

We peed, in short, to be ble to see our country in, terms of language, steadily,
..;,4 . and whole. To do so 'is to 'VO beydnd luestions of diversity -of languages and

language,varieties: Black-English, Navajor'Hopi, Zuni, Spanish, Italian, German, Slo-
venian, the many, many languaget'of this country are salient and important. The

39
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diversity they cotlynse is so great, so neglected, as to be almost. oKerkhelming try
itsey..Yet there is something furthe'r."There4,a unity that has also eseaged us. I do
not mean political and social unity. That is not 41 question. To be sire, the drive
for homogeneity has been so great that even tdrlay the thought of diversity being
accepted can frighten same. Street signs it Spanish, even in-.a Spanish-speaking
neighborhood, can attract ire. A telaphlogetcompany may refuse to'hire a Spanish- .
speaking operatcir, to answer emergencf calls, in an area with many Spanish domih:
ant speakers. To argue, for recogition of ethnolinguistic diversity se.ems troubling
to many, as'if the ties between us, were so fragile as to break' beneath a crumb of
differencl. But the forces making for integriition, the economic and c.pmmuniativ
ties of the country, are irreversibly dominant. To argue thii right to diversity i
argue Only for breathing space within thehive. .

The unity in_ terms of which we need tO:see our country is the unity in its
dominant groups and ihstituttons that give; it a certain cut and pattern, regarding,'
languaa regarding the valug otitlanguage, the way iq Aohich language enters into
life. We need to,be able to imagine the United States kociologically as if it were a ,
small country, a Belgiuhr or Switzerland, a single entity qi which one could ask, as

, one can ask of any society: what are, the basic pattern' s of the use of language? what .

are the values, rights, responsibilities, associated with language? wilat is the outlook
of the culture with regard to language? how did fit come to lig that way? how clod
it seem likely to change?

We are able to think of the Nav o or the-French-in this Way. We eed to be',
'able to imagine ourselves inithis'way well, to find, through comparati , histori,
cal and de§criptive study, a mirror in hich to see the United2States as ossessed
throughout ts_ histor wf language poli "es, of predominant attitudes to ards Ian-
guagtand its role, thaRive.,it one place ong many kNossible places in the roster of
the was ld's cultures. . c,

, Euen'if there were only-English the unity -to be seen.ls Imagine
that -the only language in the country- was English, even Standard English. itua-
tions, roles, activities; personarcharacteristics_such' as age and sex would still affect
and shape ways, of using language. The occupationalond:class. structure of the
society would still be tiler as a source ceheterogeneity, on the one hanti, and
hegemony, on the other. Let us consider`heterogeneity fi7st.

Inherent heterogencit4 Even if everyone used some form of standard English,'
all the 'manifold ways. ofatalking as a person of a certaiNkind, Of using language to.

I do a c1ertain kind of thing, would be present, needing 0 be discernes1 and described
and their consequences considered. Many ,of the judgments'made of persons in
everyday life, many of th oliPorturyilies one has or hoes not have, involve com-
mand or lack of.coinmand rtheserstyles and genres, of being able to talk like an X,
or being able to, use Ian age to"do Y. Such divetsitylsis inherent in social life.
Research has, barely beet `,to addresS it adequately, ielating linguistic devicescand:

-,patterns to.social meanings and roles, It is.the same here asNrith differences of
\whole language orslangusge-variety. -Research mostly followLthe.flag of social mo,
bilization. SeXzrelated differenceS inlanguage hardly ippear?d fer the-firstime a '''

few.years ago. Yet untN recently one would have had to conclude that mew and
women talked.alikein every society except for a few Amerfc.an Indian &les, the
Chti'liche of Siberia, and some scattered otIttis*, so far as the published literatufe.'
could show. Again, status-relatRddifferencesirf language are hardly the monopoly
of the Japanese, Koreanfand Javanese, y 'I recently ling istic theory treate1'cl
them as faciagingly special. b

r There general lesson to be drawn. linguistics that s its from gramMar
can see socially relevant fe4tures only when the intrude within th grammar. If ther
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very units of phonology or morphology cannotAelpted without reference to the
, .,,,.sos or status of .a participant in speech, then thnocial fact is taken into account;

,..

indeed, thecaset,majr-become- celebrated a.4 an 'instance of ?rhen's and women's '
speech"! ors' cial col:1(cent with the expresgion of status. Yet sexual, roles and status

4 16 N. differen .are univeisal in society, and assuredly come into play when people
,speak t eath other. Starting from rarnn3ar, one ,does not see how they come into

play; on Was to,start fr'Om the social feattire itself,.and look.arthbuse cif language
fromitts age Point. "then the-features 9f 4anguage ihit.kare selefteand grouped
together as cliaracterisficrof spealchilike.a womaKspeakinthke an elder, and the
Rice, Can be seen. = t, ,, A final example: many are awaje of the y.eiestinrways in which choice of- ..1,

0 -second perton pronoun InFrench (tu: vous), German (13in:-Sie), Russian (ty: vs'), .

et can signal lesser or greater social aistance. Many is the, paper written on such
pronOttpIrand related forms.,of salutation and greeting. Yee it is a Safe assumption

I that variation in*social distance is universal, and universally :expresseerirrop 4:4.-.e or ,
another way in use,Of language. Management of.social distance may well tie one of
thb:most pervasive dimensions Of language use. One has to start from recoguitiot f,

' . social distance to begin to:see thoroughly and accurately how it is accomplished s
. a fi.inCtion of.language. .,,

Even if only standard English were fduhd in the United States, then tkre n.04
,,-.*Ould be many socially shaped pattems of Language use to discover and consider.

'Still, the diversity would have a certaLn ufrit,Y. li:ot,"English7,,. but the history,
values, and social structure of the United States would- give a characteristic config-
uration to them. i , -

.

40. Hidden Hegerriony. Schools W.4:%:, id not findtheir problems of language re-.
- solved in the,situatiolns we are-imagining nowrConcem to develop the full.potential

Of each child would lead ,to recognition of language as involving more than com-
mand ofka- standard. For example, I osuspect that there is a pervasive' dominant
attitude that discourages verbal fluency and expressiveness in white males. It ought
to be food for thought )hat in most known societies it is men who are considered
the masters of verbal style, and indeed often trainectin its ways, whereas women are
subordinated'and even disparaged. In our own country, as we Know, it is .commonly
girls who show most verbal ability, who learn to retain foreign languages, etc. Men
in public life whose work depends on use of language may be heard to disi:laim any

. f special knowledge or command, of ft. The hint of homosexuality se ms not to be far
froin'aesthetic mastery of language in a man. Again, I suspect f many persons . -- ..,

spend muckof their lives iri-what. mighN be called 'Verbal passing', t e maintenance
of the public verbal face that is 'not chosen,.but imposed. And th t is the fate of
narrative skill in our society? There seems some reason to think that the expressi-
vity of traditional narrative, styles has'often been disapproved by the upwardly
mobile and middle class. One sees's loss between generations of a-vital narrative

f. style in some people of Indian communities. people canilnue to relate accounts and
narratives, of course, we are storying more and enjoying it less?

- . Most serious of all, and most difficult for schools perhaps to accept: I suspect
that our culture is so oriented toward discrimination among persons on the basis of
language that even a society of 200 million speakers of standard English would
show a class and occupationgf structure much like the present one, matched by a
hierarchy 9f fine verbal discriminations. In other words, we must consider the
possibility that schools, along with other institutions, have as a latent function the
reproduction of the present social order on the apparently impartial ground of
language. Give the inherent variability in language and language use, even a society
of standard glish speakers would show detectible differences in pronunciation,

. .
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.diction, areferred constructions, and the like. Are we-so convinced that language

change islanguage decline'(as many of our educe ..4-4..kke appear to be), so predis-

pqsed to correctness and correction, that most of that society of standard English

speakers would still leave school with a feeling of linguistic insecurity -and inferior-

ity?
Perhaps ilot, but in ordei tope our society, and the place of language in it,

especially,_the plaNkot language inweducation in it, we have to ask such question

Ts? what extent are the inadeqttacies and senses of inadequacy about language irrthe

,society to be explained by the backgrounds and characteristics of those who pass

through schools? To what extent are they unwittingly produced by schools. them; '

1-,selves.? .

Equality-Implementation
fr

Perhaps our society out never come \closer to equality of oppcirtunity, to a

treatmOnt of language in'schooling that starts where the child is, that develdps the

fullest linguistic potential of the child. Still, those are the goals in terms of which

one often speaks._ It is only that the change required to come closer to, them is so

perVasivechange knowledge,. change in attitude, ultimately change in social

stuicture itself. Change in what we know can never be enough, yet without it the

"caer changes are impossible.,One sees some ange in the treatment of Blaa

snglish Vernacular that would not have-come out Without the research of the-

past decade or so-. Knowledge of other situation n have effect too, espectatty in

the context of a view of the history and direction of the role of langtlage in the

society as a whole. - .

My call for such knowledge in relation to schools arhounts to a pall for an,

educational linguistics, as a major thtust of 'schools of education, depaftments of

linguistics,Pand all concerned with language and with education. Let me add that it

should be-shaped not only by educators and linguistics, but also by members of the

commudities concerned, teachers and parents both. It is inherent in adequate study

Of language that one'must draw on the knowledge that members of a community

already tacitly have, and the same is true for ethnography, for knowledge of ways,

of speaking in relation to cultural contexts. And insofar as the work to be done

involves policies and goals, members of the communities affected must necessarily

play a pact. The educational linguistics envisioned here is in part a community

science.
Such an educational linguistics entails change in bah linguistics and educa-

.

tion. In a sense, its goat must be to fill what might be called a 'competency' gap.

There is a gap in the sense of a lack of persons able to do the kind of research that

is needed. The gap exists because the heed to fill it has not been ,recognized, and

recognition or the need depends on overcoming a 'competency gap in another,

theoretical sense. Both linguists and educators may use the term 'competence'; the .

gap between their uses is at the heart of what needs to be changed.

In linguistics the term 'competency' was introduce.d by Chomsky a decade or

so agb. tts ottlinary meaning suggested a linguistics that would go beyond language

.- structure to..the linguistic abilities of people.-The promise proved a-bit of hyper-

bole. The term was used in a reduced sense as equivalent to just what portion of
competence involving knowlOge of a grammar`, and grammar itself was defined in

terms of an ideal potentiaiity,,cut off limn any actual ability or person. Grammar

was to explain the potential knowledge of an amalgamated everyone in general, and

of no one in-particular. Social considerations were wholly absent from such

`competency'. The result has been conceptual confusion that has led some to aban-
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don the term altogether; others to tinker with it; still others to denounce its use as, 1

/Artisan apologetics (`that's not 'competence' was used to mean, 'what you are
interested in is not linguistics'). In t homskyan linguistics, in short, `competence'
has meant an abstract grammatical .potential, whose true character and whose iela-
ticin to realized alike remain quite uncertain:Jim image of the language-aeqUiring
child has been one of an immaculate innate schemata, capable of generating any ,
thing, unconstrained and unshaped by social life:.

. fft education the terms. `competoce7;a14 pete ncy-based' have become
associated with a quite different conception. he a phasis is upon specific, de-
monstrabfe, socially relevant skills. No ofeetan be .a inst demonstrable skills, but
thert is fear that the notion reduces e-ducati 'n. to very limited conception of '
ability and potential. It suggests an imaitf- of ternally shaped repertoire of
traits that, does not allow for going beyontkwhat is already ,given. It suggests that
success, in transmitting basic skills is something that was .once in hand, lost, and now
to be gone back to. -

Each polar notion of 'competence' tNatCas ic thing that is derivative.
The simple linguistic notion treats formal grammar -b , and use of language as
unconnected, or dependent, whereas in fact.:,the orcpaiite is the case. What we
conceive as grammar is a precipitate of a noi7nate selection f m among the ways '
of speaking, the true verbal repertoire, the full organization f means of speech.
Gramhiar began that way-in the service of HelAgistic cultural hegomony and con-
tinues that way in the service of a certain concepkon of scion . A validpotion of
verbal competence reaches out to include the fulllOrganization o means and mean-
.
ingf speech., and becomes part pf a notion-of.communicative competence.

The notion of icompetence' that liras gained currency in education treats
disPinguishable skills as elementary, underived, whereas any prescribed set of skills
is a precipitate of a complex of assumptions and understandings as to the nature of
society, its present ,and future opportunities, and the prpbable or prescribed rela-
tion of a_group of students to it. There is a tendency to focus on instrumental,
vocational. ingredients of verbal .skill-r\perhaps at the _expense of the full range of
verbal abilities yarded and possible.

In both cases the limited notion of competence is bound up, I think, with a
limited ability to see the nature of the language situations in the United States.
That, limitation is academic. I want to suggest that the problem of language in
education is not to go back to basics, whether in the grammar of the linguist or-the
grammar of the schoolbook, but to go forward to fundamentals. How does language
come organized for use in'the communities from which children come to schools?
What are the meaning and values associated with use of language in the many
different sectors and strata of the society? What are .the actual, verbal abilities of
children and others across the range of settings. they naturally engage? What is the
fit, what is the frustration, between abilities and settingswhere is an ability frus-
trated for lack of a setting, a setting unentered for lack of an ability, in what ways
are patterns of personal verbal ability shaped by restrictions of access to settings, on
the one hand, culturally supported aspirations, on the, other?

When we consider where a child is,,w,Nat--ikpotential is, we are considering
abilities for which 'competence' is an excellent worZ if we-can understand it aright,
in something close to its ordinary sense, as mastery Of the use of language. To use
the notion in education, we need to know the shapes in which mastery comes in the
many- communities of speaking that make up the country, and we need to be able
to relate those shapes to the larger historical and social factors that constrain them.
Ethnolinguistic description can at least enable us to see where we truly stand with
regard to linguistic competence in the United States. The knowledge it prpvides is
indispensable for those who wish to change where we stand.
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. .
.

To:.,see4 the need for knowledge Df the language situations 'of our country; to
support training and research' to obtainolhch knowledge; to change the relations .

between linguistics and education, so as to bring into' being an educational linguis-
tics that can foster all thisthese are the imperatives for,, change, theifundamentals
to which we must move forward. , .

The key to implementihg such changes, I think, is.ln the hands of Schools of
Education. There is little chance ,ofsuccessilittle change of results relevant to
schools, if educators do not play a principal.role in shaping the growing concern of
students of language with the social aspects of language.. At the University of
Pennsylvania we are expanding a Reading and Language.Arts program into a general
program of Language in Education, and including in it a specialization in Educa- -

tional Linguistics as a foundationalifield. The purpose is both to train researchers
and to.influence the training and outlook of those in other parts of the School. The
new program is posSiOle -partly because of the cooperation and support of soMe
linguists outside the School. Each. School 6f Education may find its own particular
pattern, but a successful pattern ought to have these three ingredients mentioned:
training Of research specialists, influence on the training ,and outlook of 'others,
cooperation between educator and linguists.

The greatest challenge. -to search, the research of greatest benefit to schools
- now, wil to domesticate and direct the skills of ethnography and descripti

cs, of sociolinguistic's or' ethnolinguistics inbroad senses of those terms. We
ed progratni of research that can function within a limited frame of lime, say a

ear, and provide- through linguistics ethnography a usable sketch of the ways of
eaking of a community or district served by a school. For the most part linguistic

thnography has flourished abroad with. studies of cultural uses of language in
exico, Africa, Panama, the Philippines. We need to bring it hometoPittsburgh

and Philadelphia. The support of Schools of Education will be essential ror this.
The models of research that are needed are not wholly ready to hand: practical
relevance and research development must/row together, in the sort of environment
that a School of Education can provide. / ,

It is not too much to imagine, indeed, that ihngtiage in esti/cation can iv an
integrating focus for many aspects of a School. The ties with Reading and Lantrage
arts, with developmental psychology, with English Studies, are obvious. wha one
Considers the Way in which problems of language are shaped by cultural-assump-
tions and attitudes, it ecomes apparentri rent that there are ties with the historical,
sociological and anthro logical foundation- of education. There is a complex of
spurious and genuine problems of language diversity in relition to special education
and school counselling. Issues of curriculum and instruction arise as well. With a bit
of luck and a lot of initiative, education might find itself a major force, in shaping .
the study of language in the United States. $ I

NOTES.

I. The contributivn of lach of these men, and something of my debt to them, is
_indicated in Hymes 1970, 1974,ch. 8, for'Sapir: Ilymes 1974: 85-86', 121-122, 204, for Marx:

1975, for Jakobson:'1974 ch. 7, for Burke.
3. This point. is developed more fully in my Introduction to Cazdep et al. (1972). In

introducing my lecture, Donald Henderson quoted a very apt passage from thatessaY.. framing
.what 1 had to say perfectly, and 1 am grateful to him for it. .

4. See Hoover (1975).
5. The pioneer in this work is William Leap. See his article (1974): a . book-length

collection of studies of Indian English is now being edited by Leap. .

. B. 1 try to address these issues in some detail in a paper called 'Ethnog4phic Monitor-
ing', written for a symposium on 'Language Development in a Bilingual Settinn March 19-21,

J.
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'1976, organized by Eugene Snore f the Multilingual /Multicultural Materials Development
Center of.California State Polytechnic \University. Plans for publication are not yet defiptte.

7., Let me s:ress that I ,do not suggest that every aspect'of language structure-and use
can simply be assigeed to one or the other of the two generalized tvo,,s of frinctiosi. 'Plicy are
not cithir-Or are interdependent: their nature is not quit,. the same at one ley;1.
of- language as at an Pcr; their manifestations enter into a variety of relationshipsas.between
levelerof Ignguage.a :esseritlid point is that an Adequate study'of language cannot be built on
attention to just NR. of them. I speak of genenlized types, of cause there is no -
agreoment on the's ecific set required in a model of language structure, and clod many.
specific, functions rimy need to be recognized, some universal, some local. 1 (la think th t any
one level there are fundamentally just twoltinds of means, and organization Of means; rout. my
a ',wlelat' and a 'how'. The principle of contrastive relevance within a harm; that is bi,sie. to /.
linguistics applies to both: the 'same thinr%san be said in a set of contrasting ways, arid the
'samewaylcan be used for a set of contrastivg 'things'. A key to the organization ollahgriage in
a,partleular culture or period is restriction on free combination of 'wha.t's' and " tide

1hinga that must be said in certain ..ywaYS,,theways that-can be used only forcertain things. The
admissible relations comprise the adMissible styles. In effect, the study,of language is funda-
mentally/ a study, of stYles. There is further discussion in my Introduction to,Carcen et al.
(1972) and my essay, "Ways of Speaking", in'Baumad:ancl Shi,rzer (1974)-

8. See Byrnes 1968. -

9. This point shquld be ol,nious, yet seems hard to grasp, so deeply' ingiained is a
POIltrarY assumption. 1 have been trying to make the podia for almost twenty Years. See Ilymes
1961a, 1961b, 1964a, 1964b, 1974. th. (6. e

0. Roger Shuy has pioneered in this regard. For' discussion of the general issue of
language problem. I am indebted to members of 'the Committee on Sociolinguistics of the
Social Science Research Council, especially Rolf Kjolseth.:
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